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 handbook. your of two and one chapter

 to pertain questions following The 

1. Please select the most appropriate response. Wellness approach is: 

Providing medical treatment so that the person is well and not sick. A) 
A personalised approach that assists the consumer to once again, do things for    
themselves rather than doing things for them. It is finding ways to bring them back to a   
point where they can independently live well. 

B) 

Enabling the person to be as independent as possible by staying fit and healthy.    It 
involves supporting them to take care of themselves and spend time doing the things   
they want to do. 

C) 

Involves interventions led by allied health workers that allow a person to make an    
improvement after a setback or injury, or to avoid future injury. 

2. Please select the most appropriate response. Reablement is: 

A) Providing medical treatment so that the person is well and not sick. 
B) A personalised approach that assists the consumer to once again, do things for    

themselves rather than doing things for them. It is finding ways to bring them back to a   
point where they can independently live well. 

C) Enabling the person to be as independent as possible by staying fit and healthy.    It 
involves supporting them to take care of themselves and spend time doing the things   
they want to do. 

D) Involves interventions led by allied health workers that allow a person to make an   
improvement after a setback or injury, or to avoid future injury. 

  3. Restorative Care is: 

A) Providing medical treatment so that the person is well and not sick. 
B) A personalised approach that assists the consumer to once again, do things for   

themselves rather than doing things for them. It is finding ways to bring them back to a   
point where they can independently live well. 

C) Enabling the person to be as independent as possible by staying fit and healthy.    It 
involves supporting them to take care of themselves and spend time doing the things   
they want to do. 

D) Involves interventions led by allied health workers that allow a person to make an    
improvement after a setback or injury, or to avoid future injury. 
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4. The main difference between wellness, reablement and restorative care (the 
‘new’ way of delivering services), and the previous approach is: 

A) The new way is a culture shift away from ‘doing for’ to ‘doing with’. It focuses on fostering 
independence, not on just getting tasks done. 

B) The new way involves doing things for consumers, to reduce the risks associated with early 
entry into long term care. 

C) The new way is all about getting people to vacuum for themselves. 
D) The new way takes care of all the consumer’s daily living tasks, so that they can focus on 

what they want to do instead. 

5. Which of the following reasons are TRUE about why consumer stories are an 
effective way of informing listeners about aged care? 

A) Consumer stories will ensure that people don’t turn off the radio, so they then will hear  
the important part of the broadcast, which is information about aged care. 

B) Consumer stories are natural and organic, listeners relate to the stories and can see   
how services fit into people’s lives, rather than just thinking about services as getting   
domestic jobs done. 

C) Consumer stories demonstrate what the ‘philosophy’ of aged care services looks like   
in practice. They illustrate how services can help people to regain or support their   
independence. 

D) Consumer stories demonstrate how aged care services are based around the    person 
making decisions about how they want aged care services to support their   independence. 

                     

6. Which of the following things are TRUE about what we hope will happen 
when consumers hear the stories on air. 

A) After listening to consumer stories, people will feel hope, courage and strength. 
B) We hope the consumer stories will discourage people from asking for services, so that 

they learn how to do things independently. 
C) We hope the consumer stories will help to shape the future actions of listeners and the 

health system. 
D) We hope the consumer stories will address cultural taboos and myths by hearing their 

peers talk openly about these themes. 

7. When was myagedcare first established? 

A) 2011 
B) 2013 
C) 2015 
D) 2016 

:  
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8. What is the difference between a RAS and ACAT assessment? Select the most 
accurate answer. 

A) A RAS assessment is for people with complex needs, and an ACAT assessment is    
the  minimum requirement to be a recipient of aged care services. 

B) A RAS assessment is for people who need entry level services. An ACAT assessment  
is for people deemed to have more complex needs. 

C) A RAS Assessment or a Comprehensive Assessment are the same thing. 

9. Which of the following services could consumers receive going through myagedcare ? Tick 
YES if that is a service type available through myagedcare, or NO   if it is not. 

NO           YES   Tai Chi 
 NO            YES   Meals delivered to your home 

ES 

 NO           YES   Walking groups 

 NO            

 NO           Y   Home modification 
YES   Domestic assistance 

 NO           YES   Local exercise groups 

10. Can someone call myagedcare on the Consumer’s behalf? 
A) No, the privacy act does not allow it. 
B) Yes, if the person cannot speak English. 
C) Yes, if the person gives consent to myagedcare for this to happen. 
D) No, the person always has to use an interpreter instead. 

11. How have assessment processes changed since myagedcare? 

A) Before, assessments were conducted by aged care services independently and   
ACATs were engaged for complex cases. Now RAS do the assessments for access to  
entry level services. 

B) Before, there were no assessments and now you must go to a RAS first, and then to   
an ACAT. 

C) All people who need services will have a RAS assessment, If it is identified that they  
have more complex needs, then they will have to also have a comprehensive   
Assessment for package care or residential care. 
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12. Number the following steps according to the order they occur when a person accesses 

myagedcare. 

  
- Service  contacts consumer directly to discuss service requirements and  

 
start date. 

May require a home visit. 
- Contact  myagedcare. Find out about services.   
- Consumer  receives service if provider has availability. 
- Participate  in a face to face assessment by a RAS or ACAT   
- myagedcare  contact centre staff complete an Eligibility Criteria for   

 assessment. 
- Realisation  that help is needed. 

13. What is the Aged C are Diversity Framework? 

A) It is a Framework that explains how older people display diverse characteristics and  
what they should do to overcome these barriers. 

B) It is a Framework that seeks to embed diversity in the design and delivery of aged 
   

care services. It seeks to address perceived or actual barriers to accessing aged care. 

C) 
It is a Framework explains how older people are diverse. It simply reminds service 

  

providers that they can choose to target parts of the community if they wish. 

14. Which of the following are imperatives of the Diversity Framework? Tick YES if it 
IS part of the Diversity Framework and NO if it is not. 

YES/NO  
- Centralised  System – people of diverse needs can come together to  

  

  

access the 
centralised systems of aged care. 

YES / NO - Inclusion  – people with diverse characteristics should be included in the   

  design, implementation and evaluation of aged care services. 

YES / NO 
- Capacity  Building – Older people and their communities have the  

  
               

capacity to articulate their ageing and aged care needs. They are partners  
 

  
in the 

development of services and the workforce. 

YES/NO 

 
- Independence  – Older people with diverse characteristics get  

  

  

independent advice on how to call the myagedcare  number and what 

   

services 

Have you recorded all your answers? Well Don  e!

When you are ready, move on to the next  assessment 
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 You have reached 
another 
checkpoint!
The  3 rhaptec mfro sngidear your ot ateler sonestiqu ngifollow 

1. Which of the following are TRUE statements about the purpose of the Speak 
My Language program? Choose TRUE or FALSE 

True/False  - The  purpose is to address challenges faced by CALD consumers by providing  
  them with easy to understand information in their own language about the  
  Australian aged care system. 
True/False  - The  purpose is to increase the ratings of the ethnic media by 

providing  
 

  information on aged care and interesting guest speakers. 
True/False  - The  purpose is to enhance awareness amongst people of CALD background  
  

of the 
importance of planning for their future care needs. 

True/False  - The  purpose is to improve awareness among CALD seniors of health issues  
  associated with ageing to empower them to better manage their own care. 

2. Which of the following are TRUE statements about the long-term benefits for 
CALD consumers? Choose TRUE or FALSE 

True/False  - The  program will directly contribute to filling the information gap   
  experienced by CALD communities during the stage of their life where they  
  may be experiencing ageing related challenges. 
True/False  - CALD  elders, spiritual leaders, professional health representatives and   
  doctors are likely to be exposed and educated about the aged care changes.  
  - They  will assist communities to understand and contribute to future   
  developed on aged care services. 
True/False  

- The  program will explain how surf lifesaving, police, the disability sector and  
  the Road and Maritime Service works. This will be an ongoing benefit. 

True/False  - The  program engages CALD communities in dialogue about these important  
  issues. These conversations are likely to continue. 

3. Why is this program different to other programs? Choose TRUE or FALSE 
True/False  

- This  program is different because radio has never been used to provide  
   information to older people before. True/False  
- This  program is different because it will build the capacity of both CALD 
    ethnic radio and aged care sector beyond the life of the program. 

True/False  - This  program is different because CALD consumer stories and aged 
care     expertise information are delivered entirely in language. 

True/False  - This  program is different because 36% of people aged 65 and over were 
born    outside of Australia and all of them listen to SBS.
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4. Which of the following are TRUE statements about the technological based 
solutions the program will develop? Choose TRUE or FALSE 

True/False  A Speak My Language National website will enable the in-language   
  discussion to be accessed through podcasts and webinars. 
True/False  A Speak My Language National website will give information about police,  
  surf lifesaving, disability sector, Roads and Maritime Service etc. 
True/False  A Speak My Language Facebook Page will have a link to the myagedcare
  call centre. 

5. In your own words, what is the role of the story teller in this program? 

 

6. Name 3 consumer feedback findings you found interesting. 

Have you recorded all your answers? Well Done! 

When you are ready, move on to the next assessment 
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 You have reached 
another 
checkpoint! 

 4 chapter in readings your to pertain questions following The . Note down your answers. 

Don’t hesitate to flick back and read the previous Chapter to fnd the solutions. 

1. Name 3 of the components of the national program plan which your found interesting. 

2. Which of the following are expected positive outcomes for listeners? Tick YES if 
you think it is an expected positive outcome and NO if you think it is not. 

YES/NO  - Raise  awareness of CALD listeners, their carers and family members, of the   
  Australian aged care system. 
YES/NO  - CALD  listeners will learn how to use computers so that they can access the   
  podcasts online. 
YES/NO  - Empower  CALD listeners to feel confident and embrace the philosophy of   
  overseeing their own health and wellbeing goals. 
YES/NO  - Build  awareness of the possibility of having a career in CALD ethnic radio.

-
         

 Increasing  the likelihood that CALD listeners may take the next step towards   
   
 

3. Which ONE of the following best describes the purpose of the Virtual Café Conversations? 

A) Discussion about aged care led by the radio host. 
B) Discussion about cafes led by the Bilingual facilitator involving guest speakers and provided 

in language. 
C) Three-way conversations between Bilingual facilitator and guest speakers in language. 
D) Three-way conversations about aged care led by the state coordinator. 

4. How do you see your role in this program? What are some of the things you like 
and are looking forward to? List three positive things.   (Positives) 

5. What are some of the things which you are concerned about, or would like 
more information about? 
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 You have reached 
another 
checkpoint!

Let’s revisit what you have eadr  in  Chapter 5   .

1. What is the role of the State Coordinator? Choose the BEST answer. 

A) Finding guests and speakers for the program who speak their language and managing 
the risks and quality of the program. 

B) A conduit between key roles and managing the risks and quality of the program. 
C) Guide people about air time, program schedule and radio hub requirements. 
D) Being responsible for developing a 6-14 week radio program. 

2. What is the role of the Bilingual Facilitator? Choose the BEST answer. 

A) Finding guests and speakers for the program who speak their language and managing 
the risks and quality of the program. 

B) A conduit between key roles and managing the risks and quality of the program. 
C) Guide people about air time, program schedule and radio hub requirements. 
D) Being responsible for developing a 6-14 week radio program. 

3. What is the role of the Radio Hosts? 

A) Finding guests and speakers for the program who speak their language and managing 
the risks and quality of the program. 

B) A conduit between key roles and managing the risks and quality of the program. 
C) Guide people about air time, program schedule and radio hub requirements. 
D) Being responsible for developing a 6-14 week radio program. 

  
4. In your own words, how will the three work together? 

5. In your own words, how will the Bilingual Facilitator and the Radio Hosts 
work together? 
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6. Who is  
  the for person appropriate most the Bilingual Facilitators be able to speak to 

if they  ? Language My Speak for support need 

A)

 

 

 

 

  

  myagedcare call  centre. 

B) State Coordinator   
 

C)
 

Guest speakers   

D)
 

Radio Host 

7. Which of the following are TRUE statements about how the Bilingual 
Facilitator can support their guest speakers? Choose TRUE or FALSE 

True/False  Make time after the recordings both on air and after the cafe discussions to  
  provide accidental counselling to guest speakers.

 
 

True/False  Make time after the recordings both on-air and after the cafe discussions in    
case guest speakers need to talk.
 

 

True/False  
Assist guest speakers to understand their role and the role of the Bilingual  

  facilitator. 
True/False  

Assist guest speakers to understand how their performance and outcomes  

  

will be measured. 

Well Done! 

When you are ready, move on to the next assessment  
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 You have reached 
another 
checkpoint!

Let’s revisit what you have learned in  Chapter 6  .

1. Which of the following are resources available to assist you in your role? Tick 
YES or NO. 

 NO         

 NO         

 NO        YES   Marketing and communication resources      
YES   Hotel booking information        
YES   In A Nutshell Aged Care Videos       

 NO        YES   Media Release Template        
 NO        YES   Organisations’ Memoranda of Understanding (MOU)     

2. Which of the following are aged care topics available to choose from? Tick 
YES or NO. 

YES NO          Dementia – Early Stages 
YES O N         Why You Should Not Complain      
YES NO          Planning for the Future       
YES NO          Package Care Options       
YES NO          Financial Planning Advice      
YES NO                    ElderAbuse        

3. What is the program scheduled used for? 

A) Provides a schedule of when you will do your evaluations and complete debriefing 
documents. 

B) Provides a schedule for when consumers should contact myagedcare and when is the 
best time to get aged care resources. 

C) Provides key pieces of information such as contact details, dates and times for broadcast 
or cafe conversation recordings. 

4. How will the Café Conversations be recorded? 

A) A test run of all the sessions are made. These are uploaded to the SML website. The 
Media/Communications Officer will edit the final product. 

B) Live recordings are made. These are uploaded on-line. The Media/Communications 
Officer will give feedback. Then the actual recordings are made. These are uploaded to 
the SML website. The Media/Communications Officer will edit the final product. 

C) A test run of a mock facilitation of one of the aged care topics. This will be uploaded on-
line. The Media/Communications Officer will give feedback. Then the actual recordings 
are made. These are uploaded to the SML website. The Media/Communications Officer 
will edit the final product. 
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5. Who participates in the On-Air Radio Program? 

A)
 

 

 
 

 

 

 State Coordinators, Bilingual Facilitators and Radio Hosts   

B)
 
Radio Hosts, Expert Guest Speakers and State Coordinators   

C)
 
Bilingual Facilitators, rExpe t Guest Speakers and Radio Hosts 

D)
 
CALD Consumer Guest Speakers, Bilingual Facilitators and Radio Hosts 

6. Who participates in the Café Conversation recordings? 
A)
 

  

  State Coordinators, Bilingual Facilitators and Radio Hosts 

B)

Radio   

 

Hosts, Expert Guest Speakers and State Coordinators  
 

 
C)
 

 

 
 

Bilingual Facilitators, gedA  Care Guest Speakers and 
 

 

D)

,CALD

Consumer Guest Speakers,

 

Bilingual Facilitators and Radio Hosts 

7. Which of the following are TRUE statements about the intended uses of the 
Speak My Language website? Choose TRUE or FALSE 

A) Complete on-line checkpoint Assessments 

B) Make Cafe Conversation recordings 

C) Submit feedback to head office 

D) Access information about aged care topics 

8. Who is required to complete the final evaluation? 

A) State Coordinators, Bilingual Facilitators and Radio Hosts 
B) Radio Hosts, Expert Guest Speakers and State Coordinators 
C) Bilingual Facilitators, rExpe t Guest Speakers and Radio Hosts 
D) CALD Consumer Guest Speakers, Bilingual Facilitators and Radio Hosts 

Well Done! 

When you are ready, move on to the next assessment 
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 You have reached 
another 
checkpoint!
Let  us revisit what you hav coverede   questions the complete to unable are you If far. so 7 Chapter in
(or if you get vital information incorrect) you will be able to redo the Quiz until you 
are confdent you have all the knowledge you need to deliver excellent broadcasts on aged care.

1. Which of the following statements are TRUE or FALSE about what makes a 
good CONSUMER Guest Speaker?

TRUE FALSE    

           

Can  jokes goodmake      
TRUE FALSE  Able to engage listeners and inspire them to act when they finish listening to  

  the radio station        
        TRUE FALSE    Have a calm, encouraging voice       
        TRUE FALSE    Are often telling personal stories about sensitive topics     
        TRUE FALSE    Can reinforce key aged care learnings and themes into their personal stories

     

2. Which of the following statements are TRUE or FALSE about what makes a 
good EXPERT PROFESSIONAL Guest Speaker?

TRUE FALSE           They have current accurate knowledge of the aged care industry.

TRUE FALSE           They can provide insights into emerging trends in aged care and can reflect  
  on future trends in a positive way.      

TRUE FALSE           They have strong opinions and are forceful in telling older people what they  
  should do.       

TRUE FALSE           
They can speak a community language and can talk about aged care with an  

  understanding of cultural challenges and strengths.    

TRUE FALSE           
They are wanting to diagnose people live on radio, or provide a clear 

  assessment of their needs live on radio.        
    

3. Which of the following statements are TRUE or FALSE about what makes a 
good CULTURAL / SPIRITUAL Community Leader Guest Speaker? 

 TRUE FALSE

           

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 They will tell older people what they should 
 
 

do.

TRUE FALSE

 

They are well respected in the community and their views align well with  

 

 wellness and wellbeing approaches to aged care.

   

TRUE FALSE           
 

They are willing to be critical of aged care and to provide compelling and  

  challenging views.
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4. Which of the following statements are TRUE or FALSE about how to 
locate Guest Speakers? 

TRUE FALSE -            
 

Ask  Commonwealth funded Sector Support and Development Officers in  
  your region, such as Multicultural Officers in MAPS or MARS or PICACs.
TRUE FALSE

   

 

 

-            Go  to local coffee shops and listen for older people who can tell good stories. 

TRUE FALSE          
 

- Contact  ethnic councils, multicultural councils and migrant services 
that    have strong links in the community.

TRUE FALSE          
 

- Use  allied health services including bilingual doctors, pharmacists, nurses 
or    other clinicians who can speak a community language

5. Which of the following is the best definition  of an “Independent”  speaker? 

A) An independent speaker is one who is employed within an aged care or health agency.
B) An independent speaker is one who is associated with a place of worship or community 

organisation.
C) An independent speaker is not associated with and does not at any time represent an 

agency such as an aged care or health service, or a place of worship or community 
organisation.

 

6. Which of the following are DO’s or DON’Ts for how the Bilingual 
Facilitator can support their guest speakers? Choose DO or DON’T.

DO/DON’T  Rehearse questions and ensure there is enough material and prompting   
  questions to facilitate the conversation.
DO/DON’T  Interject in conversations often and provide their opinion on what is said.
DO/DON’T  Allow speakers to talk at the same time if that’s what makes them feel   
  comfortable.
DO/DON’T  Ignore inappropriate disclosures.
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Well done for reaching a 
checkpoint! 

Let’s revisit what you hav coverede    8 Chapter in  

1. In which phase(s) do Radio Hosts and Bilingual Facilitators sign contracts 
and agreements about the program? 

A) Phase 1 -   Introduction 
B) Phase 2 – Planning and Design 
C) Phase 3 – Organising Consumer Guests and Expert Speaker Guests 
D) Phase 4 – Record On-Air Discussions and Cafe Conversations 
E) Phase 5 –   Evaluation and Reporting 

2. In which phase(s) are Consumer Guest Speakers organised and registered for 
the program? 

A) Phase 1 -   Introduction 
B) Phase 2 – Planning and Design 
C) Phase 3 – Organising Consumer Guests and Expert Speaker Guests 
D) Phase 4 – Record On-Air Discussions and Cafe Conversations 
E) Phase 5 –   Evaluation and Reporting 

3. In which phase(s) are Virtual Cafes conversations? 

A) Phase 1   - Introduction 
B) Phase 2 – Planning and Design 
C) Phase 3 – Organising Consumer Guests and Expert Speaker Guests 
D) Phase 4 – Record On-Air Discussions and Cafe Conversations 
E) Phase 5 – Evaluation and Reporting 

4. In which phase(s) do radio programs go live to air? 

A) Phase 1   - Introduction 
B) Phase 2 – Planning and Design 
C) Phase 3 – Organising Consumer Guests and Expert Speaker Guests 
D) Phase 4 – Record On-Air Discussions and Cafe Conversations 
E) Phase 5 – Evaluation and Reporting 
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5. In which phase(s) are evaluations completed? 

A) Phase 1 - Introduction 
B) Phase 2 – Planning and Design 
C) Phase 3 – Organising Consumer Guests and Expert Speaker Guests 
D) Phase 4 – Record On-Air Discussions and Cafe Conversations 
E) Phase 5 – Evaluation and Reporting 

6. In which phase are trial recordings of Virtual Cafes conducted? 

A)
  

 Phase 1 - Introduction

 

 
B)

 

Phase 2 – Planning and Design

 

 

  
 

   
  

C)
  

Phase 3 – Organising Consumer Guests and Expert Speaker Guests

 

 

D)
  

Phase 4 – Record On-Air Discussions and Cafe Conversations
 Ph

             

 E) ase 5 – Evaluation and Reporting 

   

Well Done! 

You can move on to the next assessment 
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Well done for reaching a 
checkpoint! 
Let  us revisit what asw  eredvoc in Chapter 9.  .

 

1. Which of the following are broadcasting partners involved in the program? 
Choose YES or NO 

SBS   YES         NO   
        ABC radio  YES   NO
        NEMBC  YES   NO
        2Day FM  YES  NO  

2. What are the three main aspects in radio which need to be considered when 
delivering the ideal radio program. 

A) Quality of guests, Quality of broadcast time and Impact on the Community 

B)  Quality of process, Quality of output and Number of Listeners 

C) Quality of process, Quality of output and Impact on the Community 

D) Quality of Radio Hosts, Quality of Speakers and Impact on the Community 

3. Which of the following are recorded first? Tick the one that is recorded first. 

        A) Radio Session                   B) Cafe Conversation   

4. Is the Radio Host involved the Café Discussion? YES or NO Answer 

5. How would you manage a difference of opinion on air?

6. Label the following 3 tips about accessing radio station facilities or working 
with radio hosts as either TRUE or FALSE. 

A) Make sure the on-air panel operator knows you are here and ready to go.   

 
B)

  
You decide when it is appropriate to enter the on-air conversation.
 

 

C)
  

 Do otn  hang around the radio studio chatting after your session.
 

 

 
  

D) Keep a lookout for the hand gestures and cues from your radio hosts. Make eye contact. 
Minimise use of sounds speaking. 

        

Well Done! Let us move onto the final assessment 
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Well done. You have 
reached the final 
checkpoint! 

Let us revisit what you have derecov  in this last Chapter 
 

.

 1. Which of the following can be cultural barriers which need to be considered 
when delivering your program? Tick YES or NO 

YES          NO Lack of appropriate information in language
YES          NO  What time of day the radio program is airing 
YES          NO  Possible religious beliefs of listeners 

2. How does culture play a role in aged care? Choose TRUE or FALSE to the 
following statements. 

True/False  There can be spiritual of faith-based beliefs about how aged care should be  
  delivered 
True/False  - There  can be cultural expectations that younger family member makes 

all    the decisions about older family members. 
True/False  - Community  expectations that paying taxes throughout your life means 

you    should get free aged care. 
True/False  - Cultural  beliefs mean that some groups are ineligible for Australian 

aged    care services. 

3. Which of the following are TRUE or FALSE about what aged care services may 
do to respond to cultural requirements? Tick TRUE or FALSE. 

True/False  Waive fees if the person’s expectations are that they should not have to pay  
  for aged care because they paid taxes all their life

 
 

True/False  Prepare food in a manner that is acceptable to a person’s religious and/or  
  cultural practices

 
 

True/False  Arrange social activities that are acceptable to a person’s religious and/or  
  cultural practices 
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4. Which of the following are TRUE or FALSE statements about how consumers 
can be supported to seek services in aged care that consider cultural norms and 
traditions? Tick TRUE or FALSE.

True/False  Encourage consumers to express their needs or concerns about language  

  

and  culture to aged care providers. 

True/False  
Encourage consumers to stay away from services that are not multi-cultural  

  

or ethno-specific

 

 

True/False  
Encourage consumers to ask for an interpreter when contacting My Aged 

 
  

Care, and to use TIS when you want to explain your care needs to your 

  
  

service  provider.  

5. In your own words, how can your role in Speak My Language assist clients to address 
cultural challenges as they age? 
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